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ABSTRACT
IIJperarousal du ring trau rna inhibits the i71tegration ofmemo"')'. In
DID, memory is further dismpted when alter personalities coalesce
arou nd imlividufll memory fragments and either reenact conflicts
or disown Ihem. t)e Movement Desensitization and Reprocessi"g
(EMDR) is an innovative pS;'r/lOtherapeutic method which accelel~
ates illformatioll processillg amI facilitates the integration offrag-
menled /r(1ll mfllie memories. Following a successful EMDR session,
!Jntiellls rq)ort thaI the nature ofthe traIl nUltic mem07] has changed
and thallhe roml is now kss upsellillg and ''feeLI' over. ~ A strateg)'
for USi/lg t,.Awn to integrate lrallmatie memories in pfltimts with
dissociative identity disorder (DID) is presmtcd ami ter/miml con-
sideralions for its implementation are discmsed. To the extent that
alter persmwlilip,s oflm are based on memoJ)'!ragments, inteb'ultion
oflraumatic IIlCIIlOl),/acililales personalit), i Iltegralion. EMDR 7/W)'
be a sllperiOl' method for working with traulTlatic memories ill /lull
il appears 10 ndWll(l! /IInt/ary inlfgralion and rejol"lTIulole cogni-
tions eoncomilallll)'.
INTRODUCTION
Trauma is an etiologic factor in a number of psycho-
logical disorders, including dissoci;llive identity disorder
(DID) (Bliss, 1980; Boor, 1982; Braun, 1986; Coons, 1986;
Greaves, 1980; Kluft, 1984; Putnam, Guron', Silberman, Bar-
ban, & Post, 1986; Rosenbaum, 1980; Ross, NOrlOIl, &
Womey, 1989; Saxe, van del' Kolk, Berkowitz et aI., 1993;
Schultz, Braun, & Kluft, 1989; Spiegel, 1984; Wilbur, 1984).
A" such, the treatmelll of D[ 0 incorporates many of the psy-
chotherapeutic principles and techniques developed for
treating mher forms ofpost-traumatic stress. Onc imporl.<lllt
principle in trauma therap}' is that of stage-oricntcd treat-
menl, as first described b}' PierreJanet (1919; d. van der Hart,
Brown, & van del' Kolk, 1(89).Janet identified three treat-
ment SI<lgCS: I) slabilization and symptom redllcdon, 2) treal-
ment of traumatic memories, and 3) reintegration and reha-
bilitation. Recentl}', a number of modern authors ha\'C
endorsed thc st,agt."-oriellled approach to the lreatment of
trauma (Braun, 1986; Brown & Fromm, 1986; I-lerman, 1992;
Fine, 1991; Kluft, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1993a, 199%;
~'IcCann& Pearlman, 1990; Putnam, 1989; Rossctal., 1989;
Ross, etal., 1991; van der Hart, Steel, Boon, & Brown, 1993).
1\lthough the suggested number and names of the stages may
vary, in general, preparation precedes u-auma work, and inte-
gration of the knowledge and feelings gained from trauma
work is the goal during the later stages of lherap}'.
The integration of traumatic 1l1emories in patienL" wilh
0[0 has been endorsed as one of the essential goals ofther-
apy and is a precursor 10 the integration of the person as a
whole (Braun, 1986; Kluft, 1984, 1986; Putnam, 1989; Ross
et al., 1989; van der Hart et al. 1993). This strategy has been
labeled "integrationalism ~ by K1uft (1993a, 1994) and Finc
(1991, 1993), while van del' Hart et al. (1993) have referred
to it as "synthesis." Braun (1988) has endorsed this philoso-
ph}' in his BASK model, wherein lhe intcgration oflhe com-
pOIH;nL" of mcmory (i.e., bchavior, alTecl, scnsation and
knowledge) is an cssential task of therapy.
Finc's (1991) tactical integrationist model incorporates
both cognitive grounding, a necessal}' precursor to mastery
and control m-cr disabling symptoms, and the resorption of
the BASK elements of memory in a structured and planful
way. This cognitivel}' based, ordered approach dovetails nat-
urally with the highly structured methodology of £1\'!DI{.
Paulsen (1995) begins 10 address some of the benefits of
E"10R in the treaulH;ntofDlD, and her contribution is a wel-
come addition to trauma lherapy. I-Iowever, Paulsen's
approach appears derived from lhe perspective ofan EMDR
thcrapist who discovered patients with dissociative disorders
among her clients rather than that of a DID therapist who
incorporates EMOI{ into the treatment plan. Therefore, a
careful review and evaluation of E1\101{ therap}' in patients
with DID, based on the published literature and current stan-
dards of care in the treallnCnt of DID, is in order.
Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing
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(EMDR) is an innovative method of psychotherapy which has
been shown to be effective in the treaunent ofpost-t:raumatic
stress disorder (Shapiro, 1989a, 1989b, 1991, 1995; Vaugh-
an, Armstrong, Gold, O'Connor,jenneke, & Tarrier 1994a;
Vaughan, Weiss, Gold, & Tarrier,1994b; Wilson, Becker, &
Tinker, 1995). EMDR initially was based on Shapiro's per-
sonal observation that the intensity of a disturbing thought
diminished when she moved her eyes from side-ta-side. Left-
right cues in sensory modalities other than vision, such as
auditory tones or hand taps, subsequently were found to pra-
duce a similar effect. Shapiro hypothesized that alternating
atten tion induces a physiologic effect that facilitates and accel-
erates the processing of information. EMDR protocols allow
a person to resume the productive processing of a traumat-
ic memory, transforming it into a less disturbing and more
adaptive form (Shapiro, 1995). While the physiologic basis
for this effect is unknown, EMDR appears to be distinct from
hypnosis ( icosia, 1995).
The authors' clinical experience incorporating EMDR
into the psychotherapy of patients with DID has been
extremely positive. Processing traumatic memories in patients
with DID using EMDR seems to provide more rapid emotional
relief than non-EMDR-informed therapies and to facilitate
integration. This repon offers one strategy for using EMDR
to facilitate the integration of traumatic memories in patients
with DID and presents a clinical example. A theoretic basis
for understanding the effect of EM DR is proposed based on
the van del' Hart, Brown, and van der Kolk's (1989) expan-
sion ofjanet' s (1919) dissociation-in tegration model of trau-
ma.
A discrepancy exists between the original use of the term
abreaction, meaning an "emotional release or discharge after
recalling a painful experience that has been repressed
because itwas consciously intolerable" (American Psychiatric
Association, 1984), and the curren t use of the term in the
literature on dissociation, which stresses reexperiencing the
traumatic experience without reference to repression (Com-
stock, 1991; Steele, 1989; van der Hart & Brown, 1992; van
der Hartetal., 1993). This paper does not attempt to resolve
this discrepancy. Instead, the use of the term "abreaction"
will be avoided in favor of other descriptors. 'Trauma work"
refers generally to therapeutic focus on specific traumatic
experiences; "reengagement" is reconnection with a trau-
matic event; and "reexperiencing" is the subjective conse-
quence of reactivating traumatic material following reen-
gagement.
A THERAPEUTIC STRATEGY
Overview
The use of EMDR to process the traumatic memories of
patients ,vith DID is based on the dual assumptions that trau-
matic memories need to be detoxified for personality inte-
gration to proceed and that the patient must be protected
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from becoming overwhelmed during memory processing.
To achieve this goal, "fractionated abreaction" was developed
by Kluft (1989b) and expanded upon by Fine (1991) .In "frac-
tionated abreaction," here called, "fractionated trauma
work," the therapist-patien t dyad deconstruct the traumatic
memory into constituent components with manageable
amounts of affect and sensations. Individual fragments then
serve as discrete targets for separate sessions during which
the fragments are reengaged and reexperienced. An out-
come is successful when the memory becomes less affectively
laden. This processed memory is then incorporated into the
ongoing therapeutic work. The piecemeal nature of this work
means that complete processing of an extremely disturbing
traumatic memory usually requires multiple sessions, with
separate sessions focusing on distinct aspects oftlle traumatic
event.
The present approach is a modified version of the eight-
phase model developed by Shapiro (1995). Her eight stages
are: client history and treatment planning, preparation,
assessment, desensitization, installation, body scan, closure,
and reevaluation. The primary difference between the stan-
dard EMDR protocol and the protocol for DID is that where-
as the standard protocol tries to identify and desensitize what-
ever associations to the trauma exist, the EMDR protocol for
DID takes great care not to overwhelm the patient with affec-
tively laden material. This is discussed in some detail below.
It is important to understand that EMDR facilitates reen-
gagement of traumatic memories, so it is expected that the
patient will reexperience the trauma during an EMDR ses-
sion. For tllis reason, EMDR should be considered a form of
trauma work and should not be conducted until tlle initial
stages of psychotherapy have been completed and the
patient is ready for such work (Fine, 1991; Herman, 1992;
Kluft, 1993a, 1994; Putnam, 1991;van derHartetal., 1993).
In the tactical integrationist model (pise, 1991), EMDR would
be attempted cautiously in the dilution ofaffect phase ofther-
apy once some of the personalities have surfaced, their dis-
tortions have been identified, and cognitive restructuring has
commenced. Debilitating waves of affect must be attenuat-
ed before introducing therapeutic trauma work (Fine, 1991,
1994a).
EMDR is sufficiently different from other psychothera-
peutic methods to require special training. It is essential tllat
clinicians receive formal training and be comfortable apply-
ing EMDR's advanced techniques before attempting to use
them \\~th patients who have a dissociative disorder. Con-
versely, experienced EMDR clinicians should not attempt to
use EMDR with patients who have a dissociative disorder
unless they already have been trained to work Witll dissociative
disorders and have experience treating this population.
The following is a briefdescription of the standard EMDR
trauma protocol. It is presented as background for the dis-
cussion of the modification used in patients with DID. Once
the determination has been made that the patient is a can-
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didatc for EM DR, tIle paticlll idcn lilies the aspect of tIle trau-
matic memo!)'. the scene or image, that represcIHs the most
dislUrbing part of the event. The negative self~bclicfassoci-
ated with that scene (e.g., 'Tnl dirly,"l'or a WOIIl<lIl who had
been raped) is elicited in addition to an alternative positive
cognition representing what he or she would like to believe
now C'I did the best I could"). Tht: validity of the positive
cognition (Vue; Shapiro, 1989b) is nl1cd on a scale from I
(completely false), to 7 (completely tfue). The patient is
asked for the emotions associated wi1l1 the <:\'<:111 and raLCS
the level of disturbance from 0 (nol dislllrbingat.all), 1010
(the worst experience imaginable) (subjective uniL~ of dis-
turbance scale, SUDS; Wolpe, 1956). As the final step in the
selup, the patient does a body scan, an imaginal scanning of
the entire body lO nOlice what physical sensations arc asso-
ciated with the target memory at the end of the session. Resid-
ual discomf"on oftell indicates unprocessed material. Physi-
cal sens;.nions can be used as targets for additional sets of
eye movements. Thus, the setup can be concei\'ed as an
attempt to collect the BASK elclllenL~ necessary to integrate
the trauma. The therapist begins sets of left-to-right hand
motions that the patient follows with his or her eyes. During
the sets ofeye rnovelllen ts (san:ades), the patit.:I'Jl is instruct-
t.:d \0 ':jllst notice" what comes to mind. Between sets. the
patient describes what he or she is Just noticing, ~ after which
another set of eye lllovements is begull to resume process-
ing. Ideally, selS of eye movements are repeated until the
SUDS decreases to 0 or I and the VoC is 6 or i. The session
is closed by having lhe patient pair the origillal image with
the posit.ive cognition, and another set of eye movements is
performed to enhance this association (installation). [n the
event of an incomplete processing, a standard safety assess-
IllelH must be performed. Any residual discomfort can be
dealtwitb using grounding and rela.xation techniques, as well
as s;.1!"e place imagery. A debriding is performed to explain
that processing may continue in between sessions, and that
the patient should keep a log ofall memories, thoughts, and
dreams that relate 10 the L'lrget mem011' for lise in subs<-....
queln sessions. Patients are encouraged \0 lise relaxation
techniques on their own as needed.
Hi~·tQ')" Prepamtioll, and Assessmellt (Shapiro Stages I to 3)
EMDR must be used within the contextofan established
psychotherapeutic relationship in patient.s who havc DID.
"bny patiellL-; initially will not be familiar with EMOR. There-
forc, tlle therapist must provide an explanation ofwhat EM DR
i~ and what it is not, as well as describe its role in the treat-
ment. This discussion should include a candid description
uf both the importance and the dinkuldes of reengaging
traumatic mcmories. Patients should be given ample time
to have lheirquestionsanswered before undergoing an E~1DR
session. The oral consent of personalities associated with the
target memory fragment and/or the conscnt ofsystem-based
personalities is requested, with t.he understanding lhat Ollt-
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of-awareness personalities ,HId personalities who arc inten-
tionally hiding may emerge with unexpected material. Once
the subject of EM DR has been broached, the interval between
the initial discussion aud the first session may be anywhere
from sC\'eral days to st::veral weeks or longer dependinj.{ upon
the clinical situation.
The therapist should try to strueturt.: the traullIa work
around a spccific aspeCl of a discrete traumatic event. This
approach has two advantages. First, the more precisely the
target is identified, lhe less likely il is that spontaneuus aO'ect
bridging (Brown & Fromm, 1986) will interfere with pro-
cessing. Second, work focusing on discrele, rather than com-
plex, targets is more amenable to complete resolution, and
thus is more "rewarding" (positively reinforcing) to lhe
patient. Concomitantly, it is important to keep in mind that
because the memory is br definition a fragment, processing
tht:: memory usnally willnOl resolve lhe entire evenl for the
patient or the alter. 11 is helpful to state this explicitly dur-
ing the preparation for n.1 DR to avoid lhe unrealistic expec-
tation of a dramat ic, all--encornpassi ng cure.
Initially using targeLs with a low affecti\'e valence gives
the patient first-hand knowledge of EM DR without excessive
distress and produces confidence in the procedure. The
memory should be suggested by the patient and be disturb-
ing but nOt "the worst. ~ For instance, particularly cruel acts
by a chronically abusivc father arc likely to have extensivc
associations that almost guarantce more material will cmerge
than call be managed initially by thc patient. A reasonablc
target is a situation which irnpacL-; 011 day-lo-day functioning
alld llIay be a derivative of the original trauma. It is prefer-
able to begin work with "older, ~ as opposcd to child, ahers,
as this may afTord bener protcnioll against overwhelming
affect. Ne\'ertheless, reg-ardless of how safe a target seems, it
is important to poll as many alters as possible lO determine
whether it really is safe to proceed.
Example: A worn-Ill with DID came to all individual psy-
chotherapy session \'el)' upset. She had become augl)' dur-
ing group therapy that day whell the group leadt.:r had failed
1,0 come to the main point of her talk on procrastination.
The patienl &,\1' this event as evidence that she was bad
because she had 10stcolltro1. During the EMDR session, she
realized ehal her anger had been justified in chis case and
that becoming angry did nOl constitute losing, blll taking
control, an insight thaI llladc her !'eel proud. She was able
1.0 recall that other group members had thanked her later
lor speaking lip, and she telt validated. The session was con-
cluded as SOOI1 as the target issue was resoh'ed and before
affect bridging to other traumatic memories occurred.
Ninety minutes is the recommended length for an
EMDR sessioll, and sessions witll paticl1L-; who have DID gen-
erally shOll Id fit into lhis time frame. Fine' s multimodalther-
apyforDiDcontinues with 45 minule sessions in which E1\·IDR
may be one orthe methodologies used in the course oftbe
session. Adherence 1.0 K]llft'S "Rule ofThirds~will increasc
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the likelihood that the therapistwill accomplish this goal suc-
cessfully (Kluft, 1993a). Lazrove's experience is that some
sessions may last longer than 90 minutes, especially when
EMDR is first introduced into therapy and when first con-
fronting core issues. Sessions which consistently last longer
than 90 minutes suggest that the EMDR targets were too
broad, that preparation has not been adequate or that resis-
tance to treatment has been too great. In such instances, the
therapist should re-explore what is occurring in trauma work
without using EMDR, attempt to understand the road blocks,
and try to identity more manageable targets that the patient
can approach without undue distress
EMDR requires greater physical proximity between the
therapist and the patient than standard "talking" psycho-
therapy. The therapist must pay attention to the patient's
conscious concerns regarding physical safety as well as to the
intensification of transference-countertransference materi-
al (Loewenstein, 1993; Kluft, 1994). Demonstrating the
arrangement of the chairs prior to sitting down and explic-
itly obtaining permission to sit closer than is customary con-
veys the message that the patient retains the locus of con-
trol, and may alleviate some overt fears.
Safe Place
It is very important that the therapist help the patient
develop competence in the use of grounding techniques
prior to reengaging a traumatic memory. One particularly
useful technique is the creation of a "safe place." This tra-
ditionally has been done using formal hypnosis (Brown &
Fromm, 1986), and EMDR offers an alternative methodolo-
gy.
One protocol for constructing a safe place using EMDR
is offered as an illustration; The patient is asked to close his
or her eyes and visualize a safe place. The safe place may be
imagined or real, a place that exists in the present or the
past. Once an image is held clearly in mind, the patient is
instructed to open his or her eyes and follow the therapist's
fingers. The therapist does one set of eye movements, last-
ing 30 to 60 seconds, to install this safe place. During the eye
movements, the therapist helps the patient to strengthen asso-
,'. ciations to the safe place, saying, "Notice what it is that makes
this place safe," the therapist inquires about sensory input;
"Look around, what do you see?" "Listen, what do you hear?"
"What do you sme!l?" Finally, the therapist asks, "Notice what
it is like to feel safe."
Once the set of eye movements is complete, the patient
is not told, "Let it go," as in the standard EMDR protocol,
but is asked how he or she feels. If the patient feels com-
fortable and relaxed, the patient is told, "This is your safe
place, and you can go back to it whenever you want."
Once a safe place is established, the therapistwould pro-
ceed to the trauma work. However, if the patient does Bot
yet feel safe, the therapist may ask, "What would make this
place feel safe?" and this new information is installed. If the
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patient is unable to make this place feel safe, then he or she
is asked if there might be another place, real or imagined,
which would feel safer, and this new place is installed. If the
patient is unable to remember or image any place that feels
safe, alternative grounding techniques should be used. If
there is no safe place and the patient is unable to use a
grounding technique, the therapist should reevaluate
whether the patient is ready for trauma work.
The formal EMDR setup accesses the memory network
associated with the targeted memory fragmen t. The thera-
pist should attempt to complete the full setup, but in clini-
cal practice this may not be practical. Patients can become
overwhelmed while describing an extremely traumatic event
and be unable to engage in cognitive tasks, such as rating
how upset they are. This may be an indication that there is
more work to do in the suppression of affect stage (Fine,
1991); more cognitive work may be required prior to reen-
gaging the traumatic material, or a grounding technique may
be indicated. Once the patien t has been adequately prepared
for extreme affective intensity and is likely to work produc-
tively, the therapist should begin desensitization even if the
negative cognition has not been elicited during the setup.
The positive cognition can be obtained once the patient has
processed some of the traumatic material and is feeling less
overwhelmed. The VoC still can be used without a negative
cognition, however, because it is based on how true the pos-
itive statement feels.
Desensitization (Shapiro Stage 4)
The session is structured so that, in EMDR terminology,
channels associated with the target are cleaned out one-by-
one. In other words, the networks of memories associated
with the trauma are systematically processed to completion.
A;; with non-dissociative patients, the risk of "looping" (non-
productive processing) is greater in multiply than in singly-
traumatized patients. When looping occurs, the therapist
should intervene first by using basic EMDR techniques, such
as changing the axis of the eye movements. If this is not suc-
cessful, the therapist should proceed to advanced EMDR tech-
niques, such as the cognitive interweave, to address fears,
blocking beliefs (negative beliefs that block processing) and
feeder memories (untapped earlier memories that block pro-
cessing) (Shapiro, 1995). Cognitive interweave is the brief
and judicious introduction of new material by the therapist
to unmask cognitive distortions, whereby the therapist delib-
erately interlaces statements using an adaptive, more adult,
perspective to catalyze, or facilitate, the processing. Typically,
the cognitive interweave is useful in modifying dysfunction-
al beliefs related to issues ofresponsibility, safety, and choi-
ces that have stalled the information processing. Though the
cognitive interweave is sometimes necessary to further the
patient's healing trajectory, it is always preferable for the pro-
cessing to center around the patient's own spontaneous asso-
ciations.
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The number of e,'e movements included in each sel is
a dinical decision. The more eye mon:mcnts per SCI, the
greater the opportunity to prOCt:ss tnlUlllatic material. The
oh\ious advantage is thallhe work ma)' go more rapidl)'whcn
the processing is therapeutic; the dis....d\'antage is that the
abundance ofa.s.sociatiol1s that emerge in longer sets increas-
es the risk ofQ\'crwhelming the 1l.1.lienl. Shon SClSOrC)'c move·
ments (5 or 6 saccades) may be indic~lIed in the p:llielll \',-ho
is able to t.olerate only slIIall doses orafTeel at a time. Longer
sets of cye 1ll00'CIllcnts (100+) may be IlcccSS<t1)' to deLOxify
extremely powerful traumatic e"ellts or when an uncooper-
alive ahcl' personality actively resists the EMOR process. An
additional complication with longer sets of eye movemenLS
is that some Dll) palienLS will lapse into spontancous trancc
and disengage from the process alLOgether.
The existence of aile I' personalitics impacLS on E1\IDR
patientS with DID in three ways: I) An aher personality may
be owner of a specific memOI)'. In this case the session can
be conducted direcLly with the altcr (Kluft. 1982; Putnam.
1989). E.MDR with an aller personality follows thc same for-
mat as sessions conducted with the host personaliry; 2) Por-
tions of Llle t....dumatic memory ma)' be held by alter per-
sonalities that are dissociated from the accessed part of the
system. This situation precludes full intt.-gr.:uion of the mem-
01),. The therapist must respccl this boundary as a sign that
conditions exisl which make the S)'stern unprepared 10 pro-
cessall aspecLSofthe memoryalthe presenl time.Addilional
preparation in non-El\IDR sessions is necess."lry before the
memory call be fully accessed and Inctabolized; 3) Switch-
ing may occur during the eye movemem processing for sev-
eral reasons. On the one hand. the alIective. cognith'e or
sensory themc may carry O\'er and be passed through to like
personalities within a c1uslcr. Ifthis is the case, and the patient
is 1101.. becoming overwhelmcd, the processing may comin-
llC witll caution. On the othcrhand, swilchillg rnay draw aUcn-
lion away from the target. \Vhen switching occurs, likely there
is a change in the core belief system. the cogniti\'e schema.
and probably the activc tl-aumatic memory fragment. Switch-
ing during E.1\IDR sessions is handled as it would be during
any trauma work wiLil a patient who has DID.
Obstacles
Thcre are three obstacles to traumatic memory inte-
gration anticipatL'd in EMDR: I) uncontrolled affeci bridg-
ing, 2) resisL1nce to cognitive restnlcturing.and 3) the inten-
sitv of tr.luma work.
Uncontrolled Affect Bridging
The tcrm Maffect bridging- originally was developed 10
describe a hypnotic technique for connecting (wo memOI)'
networks sharing similar affect (\Vatkins. 19i I). The ther.l-
pist uses the afTect to guide the patiem o\'er a -bridge - Ihat
connects t.....o fcelings. identifying new material and rein-
forcing their association. Currently this terlll often is uscd
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10 renectthe spolllaneous association ofmemory fragmenLS
h;uing the same or similar affcct. and as such. it isan impor-
tant part of the therapeutic work (Finc, 1991; Fine 1993).
I n DID. bridging mOl)' link alters who share similar cognitions.
alIeclS. sensations, and beh,wiors. who may have participat-
ed in the same e\·enLS. or .....ho ma)' perceive similarities
belwecn e\'enLS which occurred at dilferent times. Bridging
is constnlctivc .....hen it illlcntionally LargelS a new memOI)'
fragmcnt after the originaillugel has been processed com-
pletely or identifies a blocking beliefor feeder memory \\'Ilich
is illlpeding the processing ofthe original targel. Affeci bridg-
ing is non-therapeutic when it distracLS the palient from pro-
ductive work byshifting attention r.\pidly and frequently. and
it is destructi\"c when it produces such an abundance of ;lSSo-
dations thatlhe paticnt beculnes afTecti\'ely overwhelmccl.
Despite the therapist's bcst efforts to prevcnt uncontrolled
affect bridging, it may. nevcrtheless. occur occasionally.
Whcn spontaneous alIecl bridging occurs, thc therapist
mUSt make a determination as to whcther it is the....apeutic
or uncontrolled. The t.Ilel-apist first should inquire what the
patienl bc1ic\'es is happening. When processing is thera-
peutic, the patient should be encouraged to continuc pro-
cessing without imcn-ention by the therapist, as .....ith SIan-
danl E.1\IOR. When the alIeet bridging is uncomJ"olled. the
therapist should firsl auempt to refocus thc patienl on the
originaJ trauma, by relUming to the targel and asking. ~When
you think of Llle original trauma now. how does it seem?-
Any change in the originall3rgel should be noted and cho-
sen as the re\ised targel. When refocusing is not successful.
the therapist should check whether Llle patient is \\'orking
on a feeder memory or blocking belief. and if so, the the....t-
pist should encourage the patient to -go with il.- and pro-
cess that particular association. On the other hand, if the
patienl is becoming affcclivdy ovcrwhelmed to tile point
where he or she is no longer able to process cffectivcly, the
Ihcrapist should help st<\bitize tIle patient using the "return
to safe placc Mor othcr grounding Icclllliques.
Resislatu::e to Cognilive Restnlctllrillg
The fixiry of the core nClfativc belief system associated
with a traumatic memOI)'. a belief sllch as. -it is all m)' fault, M
or MI'Ill evil," may be subsL1ntial and aITeSI the progress of
Llle E..\I DR session. Dt:..'Cpl)' 1"00tc.'d nt.-g<tlivc cognitions are like-
ly 10 ha\'e an eXlensi\'c nelworkofassociations, making it dif-
ficult to esLablish cogniti\'e dissonance as a precursor 10 cog-
nitivc restructuring (Fine. 1991). In Llliscasc. direci work on
core issues is beSt delayed until the network of associations
has been Mpruned- by processing some of the less intense
associations. Initially avoiding targeLS with high alIective
valence will reduce the risk ofencountering the mOSI deeply
rooted negative cognitions prematurely; (i.e" before effec-
tive processing can be undertaken). Therefore working with
older alters firsl, alters who arc less immcdiately connected
to the t,:lfget and who have reached the SL"lge offormal oper-
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ations) (Piaget, 1977), is recommended (Fine, 1990, 1991).
By working with older alters initially, the patient gains an
increased sense ofcontrol and mastery over traumatic mate-
rial and learns through personal experience that one does
not die when doing trauma work (Fine, 1990).
Once the main trauma work has begun, instances ofinef-
fective processing invariably will occur. Standard EMDR tech-
niques should be tried first to in terrupt the looping (Shapiro,
1995). The cognitive interweave using Shapiro's hierarchy
of responsibility, safety, and choices, is an extremely helpful
intervention when working with \~rulent trauma. Addition-
ally, uncovering and processing irrational fears, such as pun-
ishment by a dead perpetrator, can restart stalled process-
ing. In many instances, a blocking belief or feeder memory
can be identified and processed effectively. V\'hen the ther-
apist is unable to interrupt the looping, then intrapsychic
conditions may exist which make it impossible to complete
the processing of that particular memory fragment. The ses-
sion should be closed down, and the memory explored fur-
ther without EMDR.
Intensity ofTrauma Work Using EMDR
Performing EMDR when the patient is experiencing
intense affect presents an additional technical problem.
Intense affect per se is not an indication to interrupt EMDR.
However, ~sual tracking is difficult when the patient is cry-
ing or sobbing intensely. Therapists should use their voice
to help ground the patient, reassuring that "It is old stuff,"
and "It isn't happening now," while reminding the patient,
"Follow my fingers." If the patient still is not able to track
~sually, a different sensory cue may be used, such as hand
taps or alternating auditory tones. If the DID patient cannot
follow the direct prescriptions of the therapist when affect
is intense, it is best to close down the EMDR session and shift
to a more traditional "talk therapy" to explore the difficul-
ties that are emerging.
Installatiml, Body Scan, Closure, and Reevaluation
(Shapiro Stages 5 to 8)
Because the framework of the EMDR session in DID is
predicated upon fractionated trauma work, the assumption
is that complete processing of the trauma will not occur in a
particular session. This approach differs markedly fTom the
standard protocol (Shapiro, 1995) which actively seeks out
unprocessed fragments and associations and brings the EMDR
session to an end only when the original target and all asso-
ciated elements are detoxified completely. The DID thera-
pist must accept that the SUDS will not decrease to 0 in most
cases, nor will the positive cognition be "completely true."
(The SUDS may be 0 and the VoC 7, however, if the memo-
ry fragment is sufficiently isolated from other memory frag-
ments). A more realistic goal is to expect that both the patient
and the therapist will come away with the sense that sorhe-
thing has been accomplished. Perhaps one channel, one frag-
men t, has been processed fully, so that the original target is
no longer as overwhelming, or the scene is not as disturb-
ing, or, the patient feels good about saying, "Hey, at least I
tried." For installation, the patient should be asked if the orig-
inal positive cognition (ifone had been elicited) still fits, or
if there is anotller positive statement that seems more suit-
able. However, as the session is incomplete, the therapist may
need to assist the patient in coming up with a statement for
installation. A useful question to ask is, "Based on what hap-
pened today, what is the most positive statement that you
can make about yourself?" and the installation is performed.
A final VoC may be obtained, but the patient is not asked,
''V\'hat stops that statement from being completely true?"
because the therapist does notwant to nigger additional asso-
ciations at this point.
The body scan also should be modified to account for
the fact that processing is incomplete. While checking for
physical comfort, "How are you feeling now," is useful in
assessing whether a safe end-point has been reached; the ther-
apist does not inquire about specific areas of tension or dis-
comfort since tllese are assumed to represent unprocessed
material which will be addressed in subsequent sessions. State-
ments represen tative of a safe stopping place are, ''Things
are better now," and "A weight has been lifted." The clini-
cian should also do his or her own assessment of the patient's
level of disturbance, focusing on whether it is safe for the
patient to leave the session. The patient is debriefed and
instructed to keep a log, as per the standard EMDR proto-
col.
The patient should be prepared for tlle likelihood that
processing may continue to occur following a session and
be informed that such processing moves therapy along more
rapidly. Extra-session processing becomes destructive when
the in tensity of the emerging material overwhelms the
patient, such as occurs with ongoing persistent flashbacks.
Therefore, the tllerapist must assess the balance between ego
strength and the patient's affective tolerance in an ongoing
manner (Fine, 1994). The use of standard grounding tech-
niques is essential to maintain patient safety and to contain
emerging material (Fine, 1993; K1uft, 1991, 1993, 1994;
Shapiro, 1995).
Material covered during an EMDR session is debriefed
during the next psychotherapy session. This is a continua-
tion of the realization/integration phase of trauma work (van
der Hart et al. 1993). Residual areas of distress may be tar-
geted during subsequent EMDR sessions at a rate dictated by
the patient's tolerance for trauma work.
Case Report
The follO\~ngclinical material is drawn from the given
history of a patient treated by the senior author (S.L). It i
not known whether the material produced by this patient
and addressed in the course of treatment reflects historical
events, mental consn'uctions of unspecified origins that do
--
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not depict aULIal hiSlOrical e"ents. or a combination of his-
torical and mentally const.ruct,ed sources. They arc present-
ed. despite their sens.,tional nature and their uncertain vcr-Je-
il)'. because the)' illustnuc the successful resolUlion ofsc,"ere
subjective expc.:ricnccsoflr.ll.lm:lIization witl! the application
of EMDR methodologies.
A 27-ycilr-old g:1)' nmn prcscllled with a gi,'cn hislOlY of
DID secondary to cSLcnsi,'c childhood physical and sexual
abuse. Meetingthe dominant. prOlcclOraltcrpersonalit}'and
mapping out the basic system of personalities wefe accom-
plished rapidly. The patiellt was cXlrerncl)' motivated and
auended sessions three times a week withoul fail. The first
EMDR session was pclformcd about two monrns into rncl<l-
py.
The possibility of using [MOK had becn discussed the
\,·cek prior to the initial EMDR session. and the patienl indi-
catcd his desirc to work 011 onc specific troubling memo!)'.
fhe !.her.Jpist (S.L) "';IS conccmed that questioning the
patienl about the memo!)' prior to the actual EMOK session
would reengage thc mcmory and thus did not explore !.he
nalllre of the memOI)' prior to Ule EMOK session. Thc actu-
al memOI)' was Illuch din·erem and morc traumatic than
expectcd.
As a child, the paticlll had becn sodomized frequentl)'
by his uncle. One da)'. a neighbor discovered the tWO, and
the uncle killed the man when he tried to intervene to pro-
lectthe child. Thc patielll \\';IS forced to cat the dead !llan·s
penis and hide the dccapitatcd head. (The unexplained dis-
appt:arance of this man subsequclltly was attested to by other
famil)' rnelnbers.) For the patient. these two fragment.. (eat-
ing the penis and car!)'ing lhe head) were diSI.inCI and
,IUlonomous.
Memory Frogment I: Eatil/gthe Pel/js
The negativc cognition associated with the first fr·agmem,
cating the pcnis, was tltaL he, t.he pal.iem, was bad. During
the course of a 90'lllinll te £/1.-11)1{ session, the original event
was n."-<:ngaged, and the palient re-experienced the memo-
1)' illtenscly, bitillg his fingers and chewing the insides of his
lips. lie cried ovcr and OVCI", ~I'm bad, I'm bad. God is going
to punish Ille.~Then, during one sel of ere 1ll00·ements, he
changcd to, "Why did hc do tllilt to me? Hc's bad, he·s bad.
Ilc's really bad_ ~ This ,"cprcscntcd a cognitivc shih on the
theme of responsibility, with ownership c.hanh';ng from the
paticnt lO UIC undc. At Ulis point, a protceti\'e altcrcmerged
,md dem;:mdcd that the procedure be stopped and the
patient ~laken out of the pain.~ I explained !.hat ifhe (the
alter), 100, could participate, then he might benefit as well.
rhe ahcr SOlid that hc and other altcrs werc suffering WiUl
thc memOI)', lOO and agreed to cooperate. Almost immedi-
<ltel}'. thcre \,,;'S a dmnge in U1C war Ule C'l'cnt was percei\·ed
b\ the prmectivc aherand remembercd by the patienL While
qill upsetting, the e\·elll now was seen as !.hough it were ~a
liule "idco- in the sense ofha\"ing IcssafTcctivc charge, even
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though what happened Slill was remembered dearl}'. Thc
scene rcmaincd Mdisgusting. ~ but lhe patienl no longer felt
as though il ,,';'s still occurring. The realization lhal eating
the dead man's penis \\';IS nOI his fallit changed thc ql.lalil}'
of the mcmory. This ch;lIlge was reinforced (installcd)
llsing EMDR. A shOl'l time latcr, the prolecti\'e personality
thaI had emerged during the scssion announced thaI he
inlend<.-d 10 integratcwilh the hosl and did sospontancousl)'
sc\'eml wecks later.
Memory Fmgrm-"'t 2: Cnrry·j"g thl! Head
The second memOI)' fragmcnt, carryi.ng the head, ,,'as
not !wocesscd during thc initial EMOKscssioll and remain<.-d
an intftlsive ulOuglu and asourceofnighunares. \Vhileolher
trilUlIlil ,,'ork WilS done, and sc\·cr.tl othcr personalities inte-
grated. the p<lIicnl "'as nOI rCild)' 1.0 rcsume work on the lIlur-
der directl}' until approximalelr one rcar laler. The fcmale
personality "-ho cill1·ied the head was Emperatriz, Empress
in Spanish. Emper.:nriz agreed to undergo EMOR to work on
the memory because the mher altcrs cominced her Ihal Ihis
mcmory was disturbing the rcst of the system_
Although the sccond Illemol)' fragment \\'as based on
the same evenl as the firsllllclllory fragmenl, the core con-
nict WilS complclcl)' dilTercllt. In this sccond fragment, the
neg:llive cognition involvcd bctr.l)'al by men in general, and
by the male personalilies in particular. According (0 Empcr-
ao-iz. the male ..ltcrs wcre supposed 10 carry the head and
hide it. Howevcr, it bcc:.unc Empe.-atriz·s responsibililY to
hide the head when thc male altcrs becamc frightcned and
droppcd it. During EMDR-fadlilated trauma work, Empcra-
triz r<.'-Cxl>cricllced Lllc evcnts of that day. The e}'e mo\"Cments
wcrc illlcrrllptcd whilc shc rc'"Cnacted the scene of hiding
thc hcad. seeming to can)' it by the hair and place it down.
Followillg this, Ihc afTCCl intensity decreascd dramatically.
Howcver, Empcratri1.'s rescnlrnellt of men and her deter-
mination not to be dominated by an)' Illall wasstrengthcned,
and shc rcsolvcd to kitlthc paticnt's male panncr. To resol\'l:
this potclllial cri.sis, a male internal helper (Comstock,
1991) nOled that the Empress still belicved in the stereotypes
of20 ycars ago and necdcd lO understand that. "This is the
90's. Men and wOlllcn arc the same. MEmpcratriz returned,
and another sel of <'1'e mO\'ements was pt:rformed with
Emper.:ltriz \\'hile the intcrnal helper assisted the processing
from within. The 1\\'0 altcrs hild an internal dialog during
the nexl sel ofeye movcmcnts. Theoulcome was thal Emper-
ao-iz "';IS able to accept that different people ha\·e different
abilities, and while hcrs \,';'S determination, OUlcr people's
abilities also were valid, cn:n complementa!)'. AI the end of
the scssion, lhe patient reported that ule memol)' fragment
ofcarrying thc head now rcscilibled the mcmory of U1C first
fragment: while remembered c1eOlrly, it \,<lS less overwhelm-
ing emolionally. This pt:rception has remained sL."lble o\·er
60 months.
Commmt: This report i1hlStr.nes both the strengths and
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the dangers ofEMDR-facilitated trauma work in a patientwith
DID. On the positive side, this case demonstrates how a sin-
gle traumatic event can remain fragmented in memory, with
individual fragments having their own unique core beliefand
associated affect.1L also illustrates how individual fragments
may become associated with specific alter personalities
whose characteristics may be derived from the qualities of
the memory fragment. Finally, it shows how EMDR can be
used to work with traumatic memory fragments sequential-
ly to an adaptive resolution based on the principle of divide
and conquer.
On the other hand, this case highlights the importance
of adequate preparation when using EMDR in patients ,vith
DID. Despite the felicitous outcome, more affectively charged
material emerged during the initial session than the patient
was prepared to handle, and disaster was avoided because
the therapeutic relationship served as the container while a
solution was worked out. In retrospect, it is clear that the
patient would have been better served by delaying EMDR un til
the memory had been dissected, fractionated and processed
via a carefully planned approach.
DISCUSSION
Trauma Work
Over a century ago, Janet proposed that hyperarousal
during trauma inhibits the integration of memory. A nor-
mal (non-traumatic) memory is transformed by integration,
and as a result, feels "once removed" from the event. This is
why bringing a happy occasion to mind may be pleasing, but
it is not asjoyful as the original experience. In u'auma, infor-
mation processing is disrupted so that an integrated, coher-
ent memory is not created. The disrupted information pro-
cessing spawns unintegrated memory fragments which
contain components of the original, incompletely processed
experience (Braun, 1988). When activated, these memories
create the feeling of re-experiencing, rather than remem-
bering. The intensity of the original experience is preserved
in the fragment. Contrast the difficulty in remembering a
pleasant experience clearly ,vith the memories of a trauma
survivor who trembles at the mention of her assault. These
unintegrated individual fragments may form associations to
unrelated events sharing similar affect or having similar per-
sonal meaning. Thus, a relatively stable memory network of
powerful intensity can be created by linking together ele-
ments of upsetting experiences containing fear, for exam-
ple, or a negative self-belief, such as, 'Tm bad," Under some
conditions an individual network may serve as the nidus for
the elaboration of an alter personality, though the process
by which this occurs is not currently understood.
One important goal of trauma work, then, is to reen-
gage the memory fragments and resume processing of,the
memory to create an integrated, coherent form, using the
pathways for processing "normal" memory. This objective is
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distinct from Freud's concept of abreaction, "release of
repressed affect" (van del' Hart & Brown, 1992). Many cur-
rentwriterson the treatrnentofDlD have returned toJanet's
original prescription for treating u'aumatic memories and
have developed techniques for integrating the dissociated
components ofa traumatic memory (Braun, 1988; Fine, 1991,
1993; Kluft, 1991, 1993; Putnam, 1989; van del' Hart et aI.,
1989,1993; van der Kolk & van der Hart, 1991).
Dissociation and Integration
Integration of traumatic memory and in tegration ofalter
personalities can be conceptualized as two parallel process-
es, even though for some alters tl1e processes are virtually
identical. However, tl1e term "dissociation" also encompasses
two phenomena: 1) A passive dissociative process in which
the brain fails to generate an integrated, coherent memory
of a traumatic event (Janet, 1919; van del' Hart, et aI., 1989;
van del' Kolk, 1994). This integration failure likely is a con-
sequence of the physiologic conditions in tl1e central ner-
vous system which exist during trauma. 2) An active disso-
ciative process which facilitates the creation of alter
personalities, tl1en disuibutes and partitions information and
experience among the alter personalities (Braun, 1986; Kluft
1984,1986; Putnam, 1989; Ross et aI., 1989; van del' Hart et
al. 1993).
In trauma work, the patient reengages a uaumatic
memory under non-threatening conditions, reactivates it, re-
experiences it, and processes it to a less disturbing and more
adaptive outcome; thus passive dissociation is addressed
directly by memory integration. In the sense that the alter
personalities are connected to uaumata, uaumatic memo-
ry integration lowers dissociative barriers by relieving distress.
The resolution of u'aumatic memories does impact on the
Stl'ucture of the personality system. However, only an over-
arching therapeutic strategy ,viII address the complexity of
that internal state of being which maintains the system of
alter personalities,
EMDR-Facilitated Trauma Work in DID
Two articles on the use of EMDR in patients ,vith DID
have been published so far. Young (1994) describes the suc-
cessful ueatment of phobic symptoms in two women with
DID, In both cases, the phobic symptom was related to child-
hood trauma, and anxiety ,vag reduced when the original trau-
matic memories were processed. The second paper, by
Paulsen (1995), is more ambitious and attempts to develop
a theoretical model for incorporating EMDR into the treat-
ment ofdissociative disorders as well as to provide guidelines
for its use,
Paulsen (1995) elaborates a theory ofdissociation based
on the concept of "neural networks" in which different net-
works of neurons hold different information. This model
hypothesizes that EMDR "re-associates dissociated material"
held in different neural networks thereby integrating mem-
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or)' and personalities. Normal ego slates and pol),-frag·
mellled DID exisl on a continuum depending on the degree
of int(:gration afme different ncuralnctworks. While inlll-
iti\'cl)'appcaling, this model is problematic. First. it isal vari-
ance ";lh the idea, presented in this repon, that there is a
difference between the failure to integrate experience dur-
ing "'nuna (intl.:grdlion failure) and the act..ive partitioning
ofinfonn:llion and experience (active dissociation). Second,
the tcnn, wncural nelwork~ isambiguoliS. In some instances.
Paulscn lISCS the tcrlll to represent the BASK e1emenL<;, and
in dissociative disorders, she uscs it to rcpresclll ego stales
or aller personalities. Before the tnlC ,,,,Iut: of this rormula-
liOll call be determined, the term "neural network~willha\'e
to be defined more succinctly and a relationship to a spe-
cific neurologic substrate Ilypotlicsized,
Paulsen (1995) docs make several important clinical con-
Iributions, Paulsen was Ihe first to report EMDR's abilil), LO
unmask dissociath'e disorders; and she emphasized the need
LO screen patients for dissocialive disorders prior 10 using
EMDR. Her case reports suggesl useful melhods for Ireating
less S(."\·ere dissociath'e disorders. These melhods, however.
need to be modified for more complex dissociative syn-
dromes such as DID. Mosl importantl}'. Ihe suggestion thai
all lhe alters wlook through Ihe e}'es~ during an EMDR ses-
sion is nOI eonsistenl with Ihe principle offraclionated I.rau-
rna work. and easily mighl produce an o\'erwhelming amounl
of arreel should the alters acmally coopenne.
EMDR-facililated lJ'auma work appears 10 be both <)ual-
ilalively and <)uanlilaUvel}' dinereut from lrauma work using
olher melhods. II is <)ualitatively different in tllal cognili\'c
restrucmring is incorporalcd explicilly illlo thc method. Con-
cornilanl wilh the integration ofille memory fragments, Ihe
palient dcvelops a cognilive refonnulalion which has per-
sonal meaning and begins to address Ihe need lo resolve the
exislelltial crisis associated with trauma-induced loss of
Ineaning or loss ofsafety (Steele, 1989). Van del' Hart et a1.·s
(1993) model for trealing traumatic rnelllories identilies
three stages: I) Preparation, which pro\ides the prclimin;lly
gn)lllldwork for doing lhe lnllllna ,,'ork; 2) Synthesis. the
~tageduring which Ihe acnlalt nturna is re-expcrienced \\'ilh-
in a Iherapeulic setting; 3) Reali7.ation and integration, lhe
~tage in Wllich meaning isaw'ibuted 10 tlle IJ'ansfonned mem-
ory and is incorporated into the person's life. In comrast to
other techniques, which often are limited tOS}'1llhesis, ":MDR
concomitamly addresses bolh Ihe s)'llIhesis and realiza-
tion/integralion stages of the Lr.uuna work. Finall)!, the fact
that a portion ofthe lrauma can be resolved wilhin a single
UIDR session teaches the padem that Ihere is a beginning,
<l middle, and an end 10 Ihe trauma (Fine. 1994b).just as
there is a beginning, middle and end to the EMDR session.
EMDR appears LO be <)uanlitauvely diITerent from other
ll'dmiques for doing trauma work in that the patient often
rnoves through the traumatic mcmory quile rapidly. TIlis may
he in parI because synthesis and realization/integration occur
silnllllaneOllsl)'. However, il ise<)ually likely that informal ion
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processing is acccleraled b}' Ihe ph),siologic effect produced
by alternaling attention (Shapiro, 1995).
CONCLUSION
EM DR is a powerful lIew mcthod of ps}·chol.herapy Ihal
is effecri\'e trealment for Irauma. EMDR facilital.es tllC pro-
cessing ofuaumatic memories LO belter-imegraled form~ that
arc less dislurbingand lIIore adapli\'e. \\fh.en used in patients
wilh DID, the standard EMIlK prolocol muSI be modified to
conform to Ihe principlesoffr:lctionated lrauma work. How-
e\·er. EMDR complemelHs existing strategies for treating DI D
by on'ering an alternative method for managing the pro-
cessing of Irauma. Clinical and controlled slildies are need-
ed to establish U,IDR's role in the treatment of DI[) morc
precisely.•
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